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1. Overview on Integral Forms



Integration on Manifolds
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Then, on the new space we can integrate functions 
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The usual integration on standard manifolds can be viewed as follows 

There is a map between 

by identifying the forms with 
anticommuting variables 



Complexes of Superforms

Given  1-superforms, we have commuting variables 
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So the complex
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Let Xi be the open set where the coordinate zi does not vanish. Then the super-commutative ring OY (Xi) is generated by
elements of the type
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In fact, to be invariant with respect to the action of C", the functions fI in Eq. (10) must be homogeneous of degree !|I|.
Then, it is obvious that the only coordinate we can divide by, on Xi, is zi: all functions fI are of degree !|I| and holomorphic
on Xi. If we put, on Xi, for l #= i, "
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where F (i)
0 and the F (i)

a ’s are analytic functions on Cn. In order to avoid confusion we have put the index i in parenthesis; it
just denotes the fact that we are defining objects over the local chart Xi. In the following, for convenience of notation, we
also adopt the convention that "

(i)
i = 1 for all i.

We have the two sheaves OY (Xi)|Xj and OY (Xj)|Xi . In the same way as before, we have the morphisms given by the
‘‘coordinate changes’’. So, on Xi $ Xj, the isomorphism simply affirms the equivalence between the objects of the super-
commutative ring expressed either by the first system of affine coordinates, or by the second one. So for instance we have
that "
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Which, in the language used in the previous section, means that the morphism $ji gluing (Xi $ Xj, OY (Xi)|Xj) and (Xj $
Xi, OY (Xj)|Xi) is such that $̃ji is the usual change of coordinates map on projective space and
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The supermanifold is obtained by observing that the coordinate changes satisfy the cocycle conditions of the previous
section.

4. Integral forms and integration

Most supergeometry can be obtained straightforwardly by extending the commuting geometry by means of the rule
of signs, but this is not the case in the theory of differential forms on supermanifolds. Indeed the naive notion of
‘‘superforms’’ obtainable just by adding a Z2 grading to the exterior algebra turns out not to be suitable for Berezin
integration. In this sectionwe briefly recall the definition of ‘‘integral forms’’ and theirmain properties referringmainly to [9]
for a detailed exposition. The theory of superforms and their integration theory has beenwidely studied in the literature and
it is based on the notion of the integral superforms (see for example [2,10]). The problem is that we can build the space%k of
k-superforms out of basic 1-superforms d! i and theirwedge products, however these products are necessarily commutative,
since the !i’s are odd variables. Therefore, together with a differential operator d, the spaces %k form a differential complex

0 d!% %0 d!% %1 · · · d!% %n d!% · · · (18)

which is bounded from below, but not from above. In particular there is no notion of a top form to be integrated on the
supermanifold Cp+1|q.

The space of ‘‘integral forms’’ is obtained by adding to the usual space of superforms a new set of basic forms &(d!),
together with its ‘‘derivatives’’ &n(d!), and defining a product which satisfies certain formal properties. These properties
are motivated and can be deduced from the following heuristic approach. In analogy with usual distributions acting on the
space of smooth functions, we think of &(d!) as an operator acting on the space of superforms as the usual Dirac’s delta
measure. We write this as

&f (d!), &(d!)' = f (0),

is infinite. There is no top form. 

• How can we define the top form? 

• How can we define a sensible integration theory? 

• How can we define a cohomological theory for the differential d?

It is convenient to introduce a new basic object 
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The new object has the following properties 
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where f is a superform. This means that !(d") kills all monomials in the superform f which contain the term d" . The
derivatives !(n)(d") satisfy

!
f (d"), !(n)(d")

"
= !

!
f "(d"), !(n!1)(d")

"
= (!1)nf (n)(0),

like the derivatives of the usual Dirac ! measure. Moreover we can consider objects such as g(d")!(d"), which act by first
multiplying by g then applying !(d") (in analogy with a measure of type g(x)!(x)), and so on. The wedge products among
these objects satisfy some simple relations such as (we will always omit the symbol # of the wedge product):

dxI # dxJ = !dxJ # dxI , dxI # d" j = d" j # dxI ,

d" i # d" j = d" j # d" i, !(d") # !(d" ") = !!(d" ") # !(d"), (19)
d"!(d") = 0, d"!"(d") = !!(d").

The second and third property can be easily deduced from the above approach. To prove these formulas we observe the
usual transformation property of the usual Dirac’s delta function

!(ax + by)!(cx + dy) = 1

Det
#
a b
c d

$!(x)!(y) (20)

for x, y $ R. By setting a = 0, b = 1, c = 1 and d = 1, the anticommutation property of Dirac’s delta function of d" ’s of
(19) follows.

We do not wish here to give an exhaustive and rigorous treatment of integral forms. As we will see later, it is sufficient
for our purposes that these simple rules give a well defined construction in the case of superprojective spaces. A systematic
exposition of these rules can be found in [11] and they can be put in amoremathematical framework using the results of [4]
and [12]. An interesting consequence of this procedure is the existence of ‘‘negative degree’’ forms, which are those which
reduce the degree of forms (e.g. !"(d") has degree !1). The integral forms could be also called ‘‘pseudodifferential forms’’.

We introduce also the picture number by counting the number of delta functions (and their derivatives) and we denote
by # r|s the r-forms with picture s. For example, in the case of Cp+1|q, the integral form

dx[K1 · · · dxKl]d" (il+1 · · · d" ir )!(d" [ir+1) · · · !(d" ir+s]) (21)

is an r-formwith picture s. All indices Ki are antisymmetrized among themselves, while the first r ! l indices are symmetric
and the last s + 1 are antisymmetrized. We denote by [I1 · · · Is] the antysimmetrization of the indices and by (i1 · · · in) the
symmetrization. Indeed, by also adding derivatives of delta forms !(n)(d"), even negative form-degree can be considered,
e.g. a form of the type:

!(n1)(d" i1) · · · !(ns)(d" is) (22)

is a !(n1 + · · · ns)-form with picture s. Clearly #k|0 is just the set #k of superforms, for k % 0.
We now briefly discuss how these forms behave under change of coordinates, i.e. under sheaf morphisms. For a very

general type of morphisms it is necessary to work with infinite formal sums in # r|s as the following example clearly shows.
Suppose $&("̃1) = "1 + "2, $&("̃2) = "2 is the odd part of a morphism. We want to compute
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&
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'
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Recall that any usual superform is a polynomial in the d" , therefore only a finite number of terms really matter in the above
sum, when we apply it to a superform. In fact, applying the formulae above, we have for example,
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Notice that this is equivalent to the effect of replacing d"1 with !d"2. We could have also interchanged the role of "1 and
"2 and the result would be to replace d"2 with !d"1. Both procedures correspond precisely to the action we expect when
we apply the !

'
d"1 + d"2

(
Dirac measure. We will not enter into more detailed treatment of other types of morphisms, as

this simple example will suffice. In the case of super-projective spaces the change of coordinate rule is simple and will be
discussed in the next section. In the rest of the paper we will ignore the action ', ( and do the computations following the
above rules.

If we  denote by 
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the 1-forms associated to the commuting 
coordinates of the manifold 

the  last three equations follow from the usual definition of the Dirac delta function 
and from the changing-variable formula for Dirac delta’s
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is an r-formwith picture s. All indices Ki are antisymmetrized among themselves, while the first r ! l indices are symmetric
and the last s + 1 are antisymmetrized. We denote by [I1 · · · Is] the antysimmetrization of the indices and by (i1 · · · in) the
symmetrization. Indeed, by also adding derivatives of delta forms !(n)(d"), even negative form-degree can be considered,
e.g. a form of the type:

!(n1)(d" i1) · · · !(ns)(d" is) (22)

is a !(n1 + · · · ns)-form with picture s. Clearly #k|0 is just the set #k of superforms, for k % 0.
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this simple example will suffice. In the case of super-projective spaces the change of coordinate rule is simple and will be
discussed in the next section. In the rest of the paper we will ignore the action ', ( and do the computations following the
above rules.



Then, we can introduce the new set of forms
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and the complexes 
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We will see later, in Section 6, that integral forms form a new complex as follows

· · · d!" !(r|q) d!" !(r+1|q) · · · d!" !(p+1|q) d!" 0 (26)

where!(p+1|q) is the top ‘‘form’’ dx[K1 · · · dxKp+1]"(d# [i1) · · · "(d# iq])which can be integrated on the supermanifold. As in the
usual commuting geometry, there is an isomorphism between the cohomologies H(0|0) and H(p+1|q) on a supermanifold of
dimension (p + 1|q). In addition, one can define two operations acting on the cohomology groups H(r|s) which change the
picture number s (see [11]).

Given a function f (x, #) on the superspace C(p+1|q), we define its integral by the super top-form $(p+1|q) =
f (x, #)dx1 · · · dxp+1"(d#1) · · · "(d# q) belonging to !(p+1|q) as follows

!

C(p+1|q)
$(p+1|q) = % i1···iq&# i1 · · · &# iq

!

Cp+1
f (x, #) (27)

where the last equalities is obtained by integrating on the delta functions and selecting the bosonic top form. The remaining
integrals are the usual integral of densities and the Berezin integral. The latter can be understood in terms of the Berezinian
sheaf [12]. It is easy to show that indeed themeasure is invariant under general coordinate changes and the density transform
as a Berezinian with the superdeterminant.

5. !ech cohomology of P1|1

Wedescribe now !ech cohomology on super-projective spaces, with respect to this particular sheaf of ‘‘integral 1-forms’’.
We will begin by considering P1|1. P1 has a natural covering with two charts, U0 and U1, where

U0 = {[z0; z1] # P1 : z0 $= 0}, (28)

U1 = {[z0; z1] # P1 : z1 $= 0}. (29)

The affine coordinates are ' = z1
z0

on U0 and "' = z0
z1

on U1. The odd generators are ( on U0 and "( on U1. The gluing
morphism of sheaves on the intersection U0 % U1 has pull-back given by:

)& : O(U0 % U1)[(] '!" O(U0 % U1)["(] (30)

with the requirement that:

)&(' ) = 1
"'

, )&(() =
"(
"'

. (31)

We now consider a sheaf of differential on P1|1. As we already said in the previous section, we must add objects of the
type ‘‘d' ’’ and of the type ‘‘d( ’’ on U0. But d( is an even generator, because( is odd, so we are not able to find a differential
form of maximal degree. We introduce then the generator "(d(), which allows us to perform integration in the ‘‘variable’’
d( . It satisfies the rule d("(d() = 0. This means that "(d() is like a Diracmeasure on the space of the analytic functions in
d( which gives back the evaluation at zero. We must also introduce the derivatives "(n)(d(), where d("((d() = !"(d(),
and, in general, d("(n)(d() = !"(n!1)(d(). In this way, the derivatives of the delta represent anticommuting differential
forms of negative degree.

Let’s define the following sheaves of modules:

!0|0(U0) = O(U0)[(]; (32)

!1|0(U0) = O(U0)[(]d' ) O(U0)[(]d(; (33)

and similarly un U1. The general sheaf !n|0 is locally made up by objects of the form

O(U0)[(](d' )i(d()j, (34)

where i = 0; 1 and i + j = n. The definitions on U1 are similar, the only difference is that we will use the corresponding
coordinates on U1. Note that !n|0 is non zero for all integers n * 0.

We also define the sheaves of modules ! l|1, which, on U0, contain elements of the form:

O(U0)[(](d' )i"(j)(d(), (35)

with i ! j = l. The elements containing ‘‘d( ’’ cannot appear, since they cancel with the delta forms. On U1, the sections of
this sheaf assume a similar structure with respect to the coordinates on U1.

Notice that ! l|1 is non zero for all integers l with l + 1, in particular for all negative integers. We still have to describe
coordinate change in the intersection U0 % U1 of the objects {d' , d(, "(d()}. They are given by:

)&d"' = ! 1
' 2 d' , (36)
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sheaf [12]. It is easy to show that indeed themeasure is invariant under general coordinate changes and the density transform
as a Berezinian with the superdeterminant.

5. !ech cohomology of P1|1

Wedescribe now !ech cohomology on super-projective spaces, with respect to this particular sheaf of ‘‘integral 1-forms’’.
We will begin by considering P1|1. P1 has a natural covering with two charts, U0 and U1, where

U0 = {[z0; z1] # P1 : z0 $= 0}, (28)

U1 = {[z0; z1] # P1 : z1 $= 0}. (29)

The affine coordinates are ' = z1
z0

on U0 and "' = z0
z1

on U1. The odd generators are ( on U0 and "( on U1. The gluing
morphism of sheaves on the intersection U0 % U1 has pull-back given by:

)& : O(U0 % U1)[(] '!" O(U0 % U1)["(] (30)

with the requirement that:

)&(' ) = 1
"'

, )&(() =
"(
"'

. (31)

We now consider a sheaf of differential on P1|1. As we already said in the previous section, we must add objects of the
type ‘‘d' ’’ and of the type ‘‘d( ’’ on U0. But d( is an even generator, because( is odd, so we are not able to find a differential
form of maximal degree. We introduce then the generator "(d(), which allows us to perform integration in the ‘‘variable’’
d( . It satisfies the rule d("(d() = 0. This means that "(d() is like a Diracmeasure on the space of the analytic functions in
d( which gives back the evaluation at zero. We must also introduce the derivatives "(n)(d(), where d("((d() = !"(d(),
and, in general, d("(n)(d() = !"(n!1)(d(). In this way, the derivatives of the delta represent anticommuting differential
forms of negative degree.

Let’s define the following sheaves of modules:

!0|0(U0) = O(U0)[(]; (32)

!1|0(U0) = O(U0)[(]d' ) O(U0)[(]d(; (33)

and similarly un U1. The general sheaf !n|0 is locally made up by objects of the form

O(U0)[(](d' )i(d()j, (34)

where i = 0; 1 and i + j = n. The definitions on U1 are similar, the only difference is that we will use the corresponding
coordinates on U1. Note that !n|0 is non zero for all integers n * 0.

We also define the sheaves of modules ! l|1, which, on U0, contain elements of the form:

O(U0)[(](d' )i"(j)(d(), (35)

with i ! j = l. The elements containing ‘‘d( ’’ cannot appear, since they cancel with the delta forms. On U1, the sections of
this sheaf assume a similar structure with respect to the coordinates on U1.

Notice that ! l|1 is non zero for all integers l with l + 1, in particular for all negative integers. We still have to describe
coordinate change in the intersection U0 % U1 of the objects {d' , d(, "(d()}. They are given by:

)&d"' = ! 1
' 2 d' , (36)
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Form Number
Picture Number

Notice that the picture number corresponds to the number of Delta functions, while 
the form number corresponds to the total form degree. It can be negative by 
considering the derivatives of Delta functions. 
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The integral is given by integrating the Dirac delta functions and then performing the Berezin integral



Top Form

The complete complex
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d!" 0

Fig. 1: Structure of the supercomplex of forms on a supermanifold of dimension (m|n) . The

form degree r changes going from left to right while the picture degree s changes going from up

to down. The rectangle contains the subset of the supercomplex where the various pictures are

isomorphic.

On the other hand the inverse picture changing operator Z1 ... n annihilates all elements

of !(•|n) but those of the form Y1 ... n ! , which are mapped back to the corresponding

r-forms ! . In conclusion the composite operators

Z1 ... n % Y1 ... n : !((r|0)) !" !((r|0)), r & m ,

Y1 ... n % Z1 ... n : !((r|n)) !" !(r|n)), r ' 0
(3.46)

act as projectors on the s = 0 and s = n pictures respectively.

With di"erent picture changing operators, for example Y! = "! #(d"!() + dxj (
#"(d"!() , we would obtain other correspondences between cohomology classes. Never-

theless whatever choice one makes for Y and Z , Y cannot exist for negative form degree

because !(r|0) = 0 with r < 0, and Z cannot exist for form degree greater than the even

dimension of the supermanifold because !(r|n) = 0 with r > m. The structure of the

supercomplex of forms is summarized in figure 1 . The rectangle contains the region of

!(•|•) with 0 < r < m where it is possible to define both Y and Z .

The most general descending picture changing operator is a combination of the Y! in

(3.40) with operators of the form dxi1 ( · · ·(dxi2h+1 (d"!1 ( · · ·(d"!k!2h!1 ( #(k)(d""() ,

for example

dxi ( #"(d"!() , dxi ( d"a ( #""(d""() , dxi ( dxj ( dxk ( #"""(d"!() ,

dxi ( d"! ( d"" ( #"""(d"#() , dxi ( dxj ( d"! ( dxk ( #(4)(d""() .

Each d-closed combination Y of these terms realizes a cohomological map of the s-picture

to the (s+1)-picture. By multiplying n picture changing operators of order 1 one obtains

picture changing operators of order n which are combinations of objects of the form

dxi1 ( . . . ( dxik ( ("1)$1 · · · ("n)$n #(h1)(d"1() · · · #(hn)(d"n() (3.47)
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where there exist the two operators

where !(x) is the Heavyside function satisfying !!(x) = "(x) . It commutes with the

di!erential like the Y ’s,

[d, ZX̂ ] = 0 , (3.38)

but it has degree (0|! 1) . Therefore it is a picture changing operator which maps coho-

mology classes of "(r|s) to cohomology classes of "(r|s"1) . Furthermore the commutator

of two picture changing operators ZX̂ and ZŶ is

[ZX̂ , ZŶ ] =
!
d , "(iX̂) "(iŶ ) i[X̂,Ŷ ]

"
, (3.39)

hence on the cohomology also the Z’s form a commutative algebra.

To be more explicit let us consider on a supermanifold of dimension (m|n) the coordi-

nate odd vectors #$! (% = 1, . . . , n) and the dual 1-forms d&! . The corresponding picture

changing operators will be
Y! = &! "(d&!") ,

Z! = "(i!) d i! .
(3.40)

For any %, ' = 1, . . . , n , the operators Y! and Z! obey the commutation relations

#
Y! , d&""

$
= 0 ,

[Z! , i"] = 0 ,
(3.41)

but in fact when % = ' one has

Y! d&!" = d&!" Y! = 0 ,

Z! i! = i! Z! = 0 .
(3.42)

Consider now the picture changing operators of order n

Y1 ... n
def
=

n%

!=1

Y! : H(·|0) !# H(·|n) ,

Z1 ... n
def
=

n%

!=1

Z! : H(·|n) !# H(·|0) .

(3.43)

Because of (3.42), Y1 ... n and Z1 ... n will satisfy

Y1 ... n d&!" = d&!" Y1 ... n = 0 ,

Z1 ... n i! = i! Z1 ... n = 0
(3.44)

for any % = 1, . . . , n . As a consequence Y1 ... n annihilates all (r|0)-forms but the ordinary

r-forms ( = (i1...ir(x) dxi1 " · · ·"dxir living on the body manifold, which are mapped to

Y1 ... n ( = (i1...ir(x) &1 "(d&1") · · · &n "(d&n") dxi1 " · · · " dxir . (3.45)
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2. Integral Forms in String Theory



RNS string theory

It is based on supersymmetry on the worldsheet parametrized 
by a set of bosonic and fermionic coordinates (z, ψ) and it is coupled to 
worldsheet supergravity. This requires a gauge fixing for the worldsheet metric and 
for the worldsheet gravitinos leading to usual (b,c) ghosts and (β, γ) ghosts. 

The ghosts c and γ can be  viewed as the differential dz and dψ, and in the computation 
of RNS amplitudes, one need to insert appropriate operators in order to saturate the 
ghost anomalies. In the case of commuting ghosts (β,γ), that requires the introduction of 
PCO written in terms of Dirac delta functions  δ(γ) and δ(β), which can be unerstood 
geometrically by integral forms of the type δ(dψ). 

A complete analysis has been recently performed by E. Witten (see arXiv:1209.2199, 
arXiv:1209.2459 and arXiv:1209.5461) and it is based on the correct manipulations 
of integral forms and Stokes theorem in the case of supermanifolds. 

http://arXiv.org/abs/arXiv:1209.2199
http://arXiv.org/abs/arXiv:1209.2199
http://arXiv.org/abs/arXiv:1209.2459
http://arXiv.org/abs/arXiv:1209.2459
http://arXiv.org/abs/arXiv:1209.5461
http://arXiv.org/abs/arXiv:1209.5461
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We start from the fields xm, !!, p! (!! are Majorana-Weyl spinor in d = (9, 1))
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Majorana-Weyl spinors
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Pure Spinor Constraints!!"m
!"!" = 0

By requiring the nilpotency of Q 

The space of the zero modes for the 
ghost fields for the Pure Spinor String theory is  

• Conifold Space with Base SO(10)/U(5)

• It is a local Calabi-Yau with conifold singularity

• Integration Measure for this space? 
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Given the fields E±(z),H(z) which satisfy the a!ne-Lie algebra

E+(z)E"(w) " Hi(w)
z # w

+
k

(z # w)2
,

H(z)E±(w) " ±E±(w)
(z # w)

, H(z)H(w) " k

2(z # w)2
.

2

To compute these amplitudes we need to perform the 
OPE contractions until we get to the following expression

!M" =
!

d16!0d
10x0D"0µ(!0,"0)M(x0, !0,"0)

To integrate over these variables 
we need to define a suitable measure 

for that we need a good understanding 
of the integration on supermanifolds 

Viewed from String Amplitude computations: 



Multiloop Amplitudes

!
Q, bX

"
= Z(X)T

The complete N-point g-loop amplitudes can be written in this way

where we used

Z(X) =
!
Q,!(X)

"
=

!
Q,X

"
!(X) Picture Raising Operators
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Z(BmnNmn
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11"
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S =
!

d10x0d
16!0D"0µ("0, !0)

"
!(1)Q(1)!(1) + . . .

#

Properties:  

 1) BRST invariance
 2) SUSY
 3) Saturation of zero modes 
     (bosonic and fermionic zero modes)

D!0 = d!!1 ! . . . ! d!!11"!1...!16(#
m#n#p#mnp)[!12...!16]("1..."3) $

$!"1
. . .

$

$!"3

µ(!0, "0) =
11!

i=1

(Ci
!"!)#(Ci

!!!)

Viewed from String Field Theory perspective

The result is the following 



Picture Changing Operators and Supergeometry

1) -- BRST invariant 
2) -- Any change of the gauge paramenters      :
3) -- It changes the picture, but 
       what is the picture in this context?

Ci
!

Given a vertex operator U (n) = !!1 . . .!!nA!1...!n(x, ")

(and {Q, !!} = "!)

Using the usual “dictionary”   Q ! d and !! ! d"! we have 

U (n) = d!!1 . . . d!!nA!1...!n(x, !)

µ(!0, "0) =
11!

i=1

(Ci
!"!)#(Ci

!!!)

!C!µ = {Q, "!C"""!!(C###)}



Definition of PCO
On a supermanifold M(n|m)

d = d!!D! + (dxm + !"md!)#m

Cartan Calculus

Even/Odd Vector fields:     

v = v!D! + vm!m
v!

vm
odd/even
even/odd

with

Even !v , !2v = 0 , Lv = d!v + !vd

!ṽ , !2ṽ != 0 , Lṽ = d!ṽ " !ṽdOdd

Finally, 

!("ṽ) =
! !

"!
dt eit!ṽ !ṽ =

!
d,"(!ṽ)

"



3. Application to Topological Theories 
with Target Supermanifolds



physical fields
target space 

ghost

An application: Super-Chern-Simon theory in superfields 

Using topological strings (or particles) moving on supermanifolds, 
we can construct the target space theory by usual Witten’s type 
string field theory

3.3. The action

It is convenient to use a Witten-like string field theory to derive the action. Moreover,

this derivation leads to a BV action which contains the classical action plus all the fields

and antifields needed to implement the symmetries of the model. For that we need a

supersymmetric BV measure !BV (see app. A for further details) which reads

!BV = !!, !" =

!
d3x

!
d2" #m!"

"
$A!

(!")$Am + $A!
!m$A" + $C!

!"m $C
#

. (3.19)

The BV action for the fields and antifields which appear in the most general string

field

! = C + %!A! + cmAm + %!%"A!
!" + %!cmA!

!m + cmcnA!
[mn]

+ %!%"%#C!
!"# + %!%"cmC!

(!")m + %!cmcnC!
![mn] + cmcncrC!

[mnr] .
(3.20)

should couple the fields A! and Am to the corresponding antifields A!
!", A!

!m and A!
mn, and

the ghost C to the corresponding antifields C!
!"# , C!

!"m, C!
!mn and C!

mnr. (From the zero

momentum cohomology, we know that there is only one non-vanishing state corresponding

to a scalar superfield C! = #m!"C!
(!")m.)

The string action S, which satisfies the master equation, is obtained from

S =
1

2
!!, Q !" +

1

3
!!, !!" , (3.21)

where Q is the BRST charge given (2.8) and the generic state is described in (3.20). Again

the product in the interaction term is given by !!1!2!3" =
$

µ(%, c, ")tr (!1!2!3). This

vanishes in the abelian case. In the non-abelian case, the string field ! carries an index in

the adjoint representation of the gauge group and tr (!1!2!3) = fabc!a
1!b

2!
c
3. The inner

product by given by

!!1, !2" =

!
µ(x, %, c, ") (!1!2) (3.22)

where the product (!1!2) is the usual superspace product of superfields. Notice that

in the non-abelian case, the superfield product should include the trace over the internal

equation can again be written as an exponent by introducing a new fermionic zero mode p!

!F " =

!
d3xd3c d2! d2p d2" d2w e(p!"

!"
m w" cm+w!#!)F . (3.18)

A similar analysis has been pursued in [63] where we first point out the necessity of delta functions

in the path integral of "!.
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integral form

The measure is therefore

To show that Q annihilates U (3) we used the identity !!!" = !1
2"!"!2, and [#m, #n] =

2i"mnr#r. The only remaining degree of freedom is the gauge vector am, which cannot be

removed at zero momentum by a gauge transformation $! = {Q, "}. On the contrary,

the gaugino can be removed by a gauge transformation at zero momentum. The constant

fields c and c! are the ghost and its antifield, and they are gauge invariant.

The path integral measure can be decomposed into two factors dµ = dµ0d!µ, where

dµ0 is the measure on zero modes and d!µ is the measure on non-zero modes. The latter

is chosen as usual in the conventional way, the free measure weighted with classical action

evalutated on non-zero modes. (In conformal field theory this part of the measure is

obtained by performing all the possible OPE’s among the insertion of vertex operators).

Since the action for the zero modes vanishes we should choose a di#erent path to define it.

The path integral measure for zero modes is defined in the following way
"

dµ0U
(3) = 1 (3.11)

where U (3) is an element of the cohomology H3(Q). This follows the usual requirement that

the integral measure is the Poincaré dual to the top form here represented by the highest

non-vanishing element of the BRST cohomology. The main property of this measure is
#

dµ0Q$ = 0 for any $2. The total ghost number of dµ0 is !3. In the following sections,

we will show that this number is associated to the anomalies of U(1) currents.

According to this definition, it is easy to see that

"U (0)U (3)# =

"
dµ0U

(0)U (3) = constant , "U (1)U (2)# =

"
dµ0U

(1)U (2) = constant .

(3.12)

The cohomology U3 in (3.10) is composed by three independent monomials and we have

to establish the integration rules for each of them. Thus we need

"cm%!%"# = "mpq#!!!

p #""!

q &!!&"! ,

"cmcn%!# = u "mnq#!!!

q &!! ,

"cmcncr# = w "mnr .

(3.13)

where u and w are arbitrary constants. The path integral measure associated with the

correlators (3.13) is given by

"F (x, !, %, c)# =

"
dµ0F (x, !, %, c) ,

dµ0 =
$
"m

nrc
ncr#!"

m &#!&#" ! u(! $c &#) + w !2
%
$2(%) d3x d2! d2% d3c

(3.14)

15

and from Witten’s string field theory we get finally the 
SuperChern-Simon theory 

gauge group: tr (!1!2). The fields C!
!"#, . . . , C!

[mnr] are the antighost fields for the ghost

C.

In string field theory the master equation is defined by (S, S) =
!

µ $S
$!

$S
$! . Substitu-

tion of S in (3.21) yields
!

µ(Q! +! 2)(Q! + !2). This vanishes because
!

µQ!Q! =
!

Q(!Q!) = 0, while
!

µ(Q!)!2 = 1
3

!
Q(!3), and finally !4 = 0 because ! is anticom-

muting. Subsitution of the measure yields the more familiar result:

{S, S}BV =

"
d3x

"
d2! "m!"

#
#lS

#A!
(!")

#rS

#Am
+

#lS

#A!
!m

#rS

#A"
+

#lS

#C!
(!")m

#rS

#C

$

= 0 .

(3.23)

Inserting the expression of ! and of the BRST charge, from (3.21) using the measure

µ given in (3.15) one obtains the supersymmetric invariant action

S =

"
d3x

"
d2!"m!"trXm!" ,

XMNR =
1

2
A[MDNAR} +

1

3
A[MANAR} + A!

[MNDR}C + C!
[MNR}C

2

(3.24)

where the index M refers to both the vector index m and the spinorial index $, and

DM = {#m, D!}. To check that (3.24) reproduces exactly the Chern-Simons action, we

can compute the kinetic terms, neglecting both the contributions coming from the non-

abelian terms and from the antifields. The form of the action has also been described in

[34].

Assuming the decomposition

Am = am + !" %̂m" + (!!&!"!")%m , A! = '! + !"'̂!" + !2(! . (3.25)

we have for the first term in (3.24)11

%
cm)!)"

&
!1

2
"n

!"AmAn + AmD"A! ! A!D"Am + A!#mA"

' (
=

"
d3x &mpq

)
! 2& n

pq (%man + %nam) ! (%̂m "p "n "q %̂n) ! 4 %mtr("q'̂"p)

! 2amtr("q#p'̂) + amtr(#s'̂ "p"
s"q) ! 2(%̂m"q#p')

+ 4(%̂m"p"q() + (%̂m"p"
s"q#s') ! 4(("q"p#m')

! tr("q'̂)#mtr("p'̂) + tr('̂"p#m'̂"q)
*
,

(3.26)

11 We use the conventions: tr(!m!n!p) = !2"mnp, "mnp"mqr = #n
q #p

r ! #n
r #p

q , "mnp"mnq = 2! #p
q

and "mnp"mnp = 3!. As always, one has tr(!m) = 0, (!m!n!r)!" = !m
!"$nr ! !n

!"$mr + !r
!"$mn +

"mnr"!" . The tensor "!" is normalized as "12 = 1. Notice that %!%" = ! 1
2 "!"%2.
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5 Embedding of a Kähler manifold into a SCY

A Calabi-Yau 3-fold M is completely characterized by a pair of objects: the Kähler 2-form

K and the holomorphic 3-form !. One can easily embed M into a CY supermanifold M̂
of dimension (3|4) by defining a Kähler superform

K̂ = Kmn̄ dzm ! dzn̄ + !µ!!̄ "(d!µ!) "(d!!̄!) (5.1a)

and a holomorphic top form

!̂ = !mnp !µ!!!"!# dzm!dzn ! dzp!
"(d!µ!) "(d!!!) "(d!"!) "(d!#!) .

(5.1b)

It can be checked that they are both closed and K̂ ! !̂ = 0 . We can now integrate K̂ and

!̂ on the CY supermanifold M̂ . Remembering the integration rule (4.3) it is easy to see

that the results coincide with the original bosonic integrals:

1

35 · (4!)2

!

M̂

K̂ ! · · · ! K̂" #$ %
7

=

!

M̂

K ! K ! K ! Û

=

!

M

K ! K ! K ,

(5.2a)

!

M̂

!̂ ! !̂ =

!

M̂

! ! ! ! Û =

!

M

! ! ! . (5.2b)

Notice that in both cases the dimension of the forms in the integrals coincides with the

dimension (3|4) of the SCY. Indeed in the second example one needs seven powers of K̂ to

reach the total dimension of M̂ . In conclusion it is possible to embed a CY manifold into

a SCY with flat fermionic directions without changing the results. Let us try to modify

the present situation by considering Kähler manifolds which are not Ricci-flat. We know

from (2.1) how to embed them into Calabi-Yau supermanifolds. Instead of (5.1), we now

set

K̂ = Kmn̄(z, z̄, !, !̄) dzm! dzn̄ + Hµ!̄(z, z̄, !, !̄) "(d!µ!) "(d!!̄!) (5.3a)

for the Kähler form and

!̂ = !mnp µ!"# dzm!dzn ! dzp!
"(d!µ!) "(d!!!) "(d!"!) "(d!#!) .

(5.3b)

for the 3-form, which corresponds to consider curved superspace. Computing the integral

with K̂ again one gets
!

M̂

K̂ ! · · · ! K̂" #$ %
7

=

!

M

D4D̄4
&
Kmn̄Kpq̄Krs̄Hµµ̄H!!̄H""̄H##̄

'
#µ!"##µ̄!̄"̄#̄d3z ! d3z̄

(5.4)

28

A Calabi-Yau manifold is characterized by two ingredients: Kahler 2-
form K and a holomorphic 3-form Ω, this can be embedded into a 
superCY by defining the two integral forms
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Extensive analysis is presented in two papers arXiv:0712.2600 and hep-th/0607243
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4. Application to Susy and Sugra



Entropy Current

 A convenient  formulation for fluid dynamics is the co-moving coordinate 
formalism (Lagrangian approach) where a fluid in a d-dimensional spacetime is 
described by (d-1)-coordinates 

d being the spatial dimensions and m the dimension of the spinor representation, that
is the number of fermionic coordinates. 1 This expression transforms as a Berezinian
under superdi!eomorphisms and the Dirac delta of 1-superforms d!! is a symbol that
has the usual properties of distributions as explained in [17]. The Dirac delta-functions
of 1-forms d!! can be understood by assuming that the fermionic 1-forms are indeed
commuting quantities and therefore it becomes pivotal to define an integration measure
in this space. One way – although it is not the only one – is to use the atomic measure
given by the distributional Dirac delta. The main property of that distribution is locality
which plays an important role in our construction.

Given the new formula for the entropy current J , we can compute the entropy density
s and we discuss some implications. This can be done by considering the Hodge-dual of
the current "J and by constructing the density J ! "J = s2 Vol(d+1) using Hodge-duality
on supermanifolds developed in the Appendix A3.

As an important application, we generalize our construction to supergravity. The
paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we review the Lagrangian approach for fluid dynamics and introduce the
entropy current.
In Section 3 we discuss the symmetries and equations of motion of a supersymmetric
e!ective theory for fluid dynamics in a 1+1 dimensional model, introducing a supersym-
metric entropy current for this model.
In Section 4 we extend the considerations of the previous section to a general d + 1 di-
mensional Lagrangian and give a general expression for the entropy current and entropy
density in superspace.
In Section 5 we present the energy momentum tensor of the e!ective d + 1-dimensional
supersymmetric theory.
Finally, in Section 6 we give an expression for the entropy current in supergravity theo-
ries.
The Appendix contains many technical details.

2 Comoving Coordinate Formalism

In this section we shortly review the Lagrangian approach developed in ref.s [4, 6, 9, 10],
which is based on the use of the comoving coordinates of the fluid as fundamental fields,
adopting the same notations as [9]. Their approach will be useful for the extension of the
formalism to the supersymmetric case.

From a physical point of view one assumes that the hydrodynamics of a perfect fluid
can be formulated as a low energy e!ective Lagrangian of massless fields which are thought
of as the Goldstone bosons of a broken symmetry, namely space translations (broken by
the presence of phonons), and is invariant under the symmetry associated with conserved
“charges”. The e!ective complete Lagrangian would be a derivative expansion in terms
of the breaking parameters (mean free path and mean free time). One tries to determine
the low energy Lagrangian by symmetry requirements.

Working, for the sake of generality, in d+ 1 space-time dimensions, one introduces d
scalar fields "I(xI , t), I = 1, . . . , d as Lagrangian comoving coordinates of a fluid element

1For the sake of clarity, we assume here and in the following that the !! are Majorana spinors (as it
is in four dimensions) or Majorana-Weyl spinors. The case of Dirac or pseudo-Majorana spinors (as it
happens e.g. in D=5 supersymmetric theories) can be dealt with in analogous way.

3

at the point xI at time t such that, at equilibrium, the ground state is described by
!I = xI and requires, in absence of gravitation, the following symmetries:

!"I = aI (aI = const.) , (2.1)

"I ! OI
J "

J , (OI
J # SO(d)) , (2.2)

"I ! $I("), det(%$I/%"J) = 1. (2.3)

Furthermore, if there is a conserved charge (particle number, electric charge etc.), then
the associated symmetry cannot be described by transformations acting on the fields
"I , since they are non compact and they cannot describe particle number conservation.
Therefore one introduces a new field &(xI , t) which is a phase, that is it transforms under
U(1) as follows

& ! & + c, (c = const.). (2.4)

Finally one must take into account that the particle number is comoving with the fluid,
giving rise to a (matter) conserved current

%µj
µ = 0, (2.5)

where
jµ = nuµ , u2 = "1 , (2.6)

n being the particle number density. Moreover, if the charge flows with the fluid, charge
conservation is obeyed separately by each volume element. This means that the charge
conservation is not a"ected by an arbitrary comoving position-dependent transformation

& ! & + f("I) (2.7)

f being an arbitrary function. This extra symmetry requirement on the Lagrangian is
dubbed chemical-shift symmetry.

From these premises the authors of [9] construct the low energy Lagrangian respecting
the above symmetries. At lowest order the Lagrangian will depend on the first derivatives
of the fields through invariants respecting the symmetries (2.1), (2.4) :

L = L(%"I , %&). (2.8)

For this purpose one introduces the following current which respects the symmetries (2.1):

Jµ =
1

d!
#µ,!1,...,!d#I1,...,Id%!1"

I1 . . . %!d"
Id (2.9)

and enjoys the important property that its projection along the comoving coordinates
does not change:

Jµ %µ"
I = 0. (2.10)

This is equivalent to saying that the spatial d-form current J (d) = "'d+1J (1), where

J (1) =
1

d!
#µ!1...!d #I1...Id%

!1 "I1 . . . %!d "Id dxµ = ("1)d 'd+1

!
1

d!
#I1...Idd"

I1# . . .#d"Id

"
,

(2.11)
is closed identically, that is it is an exact form. Hence it is natural to define the fluid
four-velocity as aligned with Jµ:

Jµ = b uµ ! b =
#

"Jµ Jµ =
#

|det(BIJ)| , (2.12)

4

One can define an entropy current 

1. It is conserved off-shell
2. Its Hodge dual  is conserved on-shell (no dissipative fluids)
3. It is a1-form

see the papers Dubovsky, Hui, Nicolis, Son, or by Loganayangam for a applications and discussions
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The result is the following expression

J = ! ! !(d") (3.19)

where !(d") is the Dirac delta function of the di"erential d". Notice that d" ! d" "= 0
since d" is a commuting quantity. Its Hodge-dual on the supermanifold is

!J = !!" (3.20)

as explained in Appendix A.
The properties of !(d") are discussed in [17] and summarized in Appendix A2. We just

recall the most important features useful to show the properties of the entropy current in
the present two dimensional case and in the (d+1)-dimensional case discussed in Section
4. First of all !(d"") enjoys the usual equation d"" !(d"") = 0.2 In addition, !(d"")
carries no form-degree and therefore the current J (d|m) is a d-form. However, we can
assign a new quantum number m, dubbed picture number, which takes into account the
number of the Dirac delta-functions !(d""). Thus a p-form of picture q is denoted #(p|q).
Notice that by using the properties of the Dirac delta-functions it is easy to show that
!(d"")!!(d"#) = #!(d"#)!!(d"") and therefore any integral in superspace of a p-form
(p ! d + 1) with a given picture-number q cannot have more than one delta-function of
a given di"erential d"".
Furthermore one can also consider derivatives of Dirac delta-functions which have degree
(#n|1) where the first label corresponds to n-th derivative of the Dirac-delta function
and whose properties are given in Appendix A2.

With the definitions introduced above, we can write J in (3.19) as J (1|1). Its 0-picture
component, evaluated at " = 0, reduces to the bosonic expression Jbos = d$. Furthermore,
we have to notice that J = ! ! !(d") = d$ ! !(d"). The former expression is manifestly
supersymmetric. To check its properties, we observe

dJ = d! ! !(d") = d" ! d" ! !(d") = 0 . (3.21)

We have to notice that in the case of the bosonic entropy current J = d$, we can
construct an infinite number of currents by multiplying it by any function f($), since
then Jf = f($)d$ is clearly closed. Let us check if this is also possible in the case of
the fermionic generalization. A set of entropy currents can be easily defined also in the
supersymmetric version by setting f($, ")!!!(d"). However, in the supersymmetric case
there is another possibility.
To understand this point, it is interesting to observe that the expression

%(0|1) = (" !(d") + ! ! !"(d")) (3.22)

is a (0|1)-form since the first term is a pure Dirac delta function (which carries no form
degree) and the second term is made of a 1-form, namely !, and a (#1)-form, namely
!"(d"). Acting on %(0|1) with the di"erential d, we have

d%(0|1) = d
!
" !(d") + ! ! !"(d")

"
= d! ! !"(d")

= d" ! d" ! !"(d") = #d" ! !(d") = 0 (3.23)

2The index ! = 1, · · · ,m enumerates the components of the spinor representation. For the present
d = 1 case m = 1 and we can omit the index alpha.
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1. It is conserved off-shell
2. Its Hodge dual  is conserved on-shell (no dissipative fluids)
3. It is a1-form
4. It is supersymmetric 
5. It reduces to the bosonic expression

Supersymmetric Description 

We add to the theory some fermionic coordinates (the number depends upon the 
dimension of the spacetime, and we introduce the supersymmetric invariant quantity 

dynamical field !, namely "µ!"µ!. This term respects the translational invariance (2.4),
and was actually considered in [10], but fails to satisfy the chemical-shift symmetry (2.7).
However, if non-polynomial terms are admissible, the Lagrangian could also depend on a
third variable invariant under the chemical shift symmetry generalizing the kinetic term
as follows:

"µ!"
µ! ! ("µ!"

µ#I)("µ!"
µ#J)B̂!1

IJ . (2.23)

In this case the thermodynamical correspondence just outlined is changed. We shall
discuss a possible interpretation of this term in section 5.

3 Supersymmetric E!ective Theory in
Two Space-Time Dimensions

3.1 Lagrangian and Equations of Motion

The Lagrangian formalism reviewed in the previous section will now be used as the start-
ing point for a generalization of the Lagrangian approach to a supersymmetric theory.
This could be a useful tool in the study of the fully supersymmetric fluid/gravity cor-
respondence, but it is also an interesting point ‘per se’, which could be also extended
to local supersymmetry. As far as the entropy current is concerned, this last point will
be developed in section 6. In order to avoid unnecessary cumbersome formulas, we first
formulate the supersymmetrization in terms of fundamental fields #(x, t) and !(x, t) in
two space-time dimensions, postponing its extension to (d+1) space-time dimensions to
next section.

Let us consider the following superforms in 1+1 dimensional superspace (#, $) (using
Nicolis et al. coordinates)

! = d#+ $ d$ , " = d! + % d$ , (3.1)

satisfying:
d! = d$ " d$ , d(d$) = 0 , d" = d% " d$ . (3.2)

They are 1-forms and they are respectively invariant and covariant under the following
transformations

&# = !'$ , &$ = ' , &! = f(#, $) , &% = !Df(#, $) , (3.3)

where D = "! ! $"" with D2 = !"". The transformation of ! and " under the second
set of transformations is given by

&! = 0 , &" =! ""f . (3.4)

The first transformation is a supersymmetry transformation of the comoving variables
(notice that since #, or in general #I are the comoving coordinates of the fluid, we associate
with them a set of anticommuting coordinates $, or in general $a – see also [5]) while the
second transformation is the chemical shift symmetry introduced in [9].

In terms of these variables, we can build the following quantities

B = !! " #! = !µg
µ$!$d

2x = B̂ d2x , X = " " #" = !"µg
µ$"$d

2x = X̂ d2x ,

Y = " " ! = 'µ$"µ!$d
2x = Ŷ d2x , Z = " " #! = !"µg

µ$!$d
2x = Ẑ d2x .

(3.5)
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The solution is found in the space of integral formsThe result is the following expression

J = ! ! !(d") (3.19)

where !(d") is the Dirac delta function of the di"erential d". Notice that d" ! d" "= 0
since d" is a commuting quantity. Its Hodge-dual on the supermanifold is

!J = !!" (3.20)

as explained in Appendix A.
The properties of !(d") are discussed in [17] and summarized in Appendix A2. We just

recall the most important features useful to show the properties of the entropy current in
the present two dimensional case and in the (d+1)-dimensional case discussed in Section
4. First of all !(d"") enjoys the usual equation d"" !(d"") = 0.2 In addition, !(d"")
carries no form-degree and therefore the current J (d|m) is a d-form. However, we can
assign a new quantum number m, dubbed picture number, which takes into account the
number of the Dirac delta-functions !(d""). Thus a p-form of picture q is denoted #(p|q).
Notice that by using the properties of the Dirac delta-functions it is easy to show that
!(d"")!!(d"#) = #!(d"#)!!(d"") and therefore any integral in superspace of a p-form
(p ! d + 1) with a given picture-number q cannot have more than one delta-function of
a given di"erential d"".
Furthermore one can also consider derivatives of Dirac delta-functions which have degree
(#n|1) where the first label corresponds to n-th derivative of the Dirac-delta function
and whose properties are given in Appendix A2.

With the definitions introduced above, we can write J in (3.19) as J (1|1). Its 0-picture
component, evaluated at " = 0, reduces to the bosonic expression Jbos = d$. Furthermore,
we have to notice that J = ! ! !(d") = d$ ! !(d"). The former expression is manifestly
supersymmetric. To check its properties, we observe

dJ = d! ! !(d") = d" ! d" ! !(d") = 0 . (3.21)

We have to notice that in the case of the bosonic entropy current J = d$, we can
construct an infinite number of currents by multiplying it by any function f($), since
then Jf = f($)d$ is clearly closed. Let us check if this is also possible in the case of
the fermionic generalization. A set of entropy currents can be easily defined also in the
supersymmetric version by setting f($, ")!!!(d"). However, in the supersymmetric case
there is another possibility.
To understand this point, it is interesting to observe that the expression

%(0|1) = (" !(d") + ! ! !"(d")) (3.22)

is a (0|1)-form since the first term is a pure Dirac delta function (which carries no form
degree) and the second term is made of a 1-form, namely !, and a (#1)-form, namely
!"(d"). Acting on %(0|1) with the di"erential d, we have

d%(0|1) = d
!
" !(d") + ! ! !"(d")

"
= d! ! !"(d")

= d" ! d" ! !"(d") = #d" ! !(d") = 0 (3.23)

2The index ! = 1, · · · ,m enumerates the components of the spinor representation. For the present
d = 1 case m = 1 and we can omit the index alpha.
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it is easy to check that it is closed off-shell

In generic d+1 dimensions, by suitably adjusting 
the number of fermions, we have the formula

so that the corresponding fermionic equations of motion are

J (1)µ
I !I!µ" + #C jµ !µ$ = 0 , (4.16)

where #C is the sign appearing in the relation $̄d" = #C d̄"$ and depends on the property
of the charge conjugation matrix in (d+ 1)-dimensions.

4.1 Entropy Current

We now use the formalism of the previous section to formulate the entropy current.
Our formalism allows us to define the supersymmetric extension of the purely bosonic

entropy current (2.9) with the following properties:

1. It is a purely spatial d-form on space-time.

2. It is conserved o"-shell.

3. It reduces to the bosonic expression in ordinary hydrodynamics.

4. It is supersymmetric (invariant under the transformations (4.2)).

The result is the following expression

J (d|m) =
1

d!
%I1...Id#

I1 ! · · · ! #Id

m!

!=1

&(d"!) (4.17)

where &(d"!) is the Dirac delta function of the di"erential d"! (recall that d"! is a
commuting quantity) and m is the dimension of the spinor representation in d + 1-
dimensions.

It is now easy to show that J (d|m) is o"-shell closed. Indeed:

dJ (d|m) =
1

(d" 1)!
%I1I2,...Id d#

I1 ! #I2 · · · ! #Id

m!

"=1

&(d"")+

+
("1)d m

d!
%I1I2,...Id #

I1 ! #I2 · · · ! #Id !
"

m#

"=1

&!(&"") ! d2""
!

! "="

&($!)

$
. (4.18)

The first term is zero since from

d#Ii =
i

2
d" ! !Iid"

any component of the spinor d" in the current d" ! !Iid" hitting a corresponding &(d")
gives zero, while the second term vanish trivially because d d"! # 0. Therefore

dJ (d|m) = 0 (4.19)

Moreover the 0- picture part J (d|0) of J (d|m) computed at " = 0 obviously coincides
with the entropy current of the ordinary bosonic hydrodynamics

J (d|0)
|#=0 = J (d)
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Supergravity

The differential forms            and           are the flat reduction of 
components of supervielbein. Therefore, it is natural to generalize the 
construction to supergravity 

!I and " 1-forms are invariant under the following supersymmetry transformations of
the fundamental fields !I , "!:

#!I = !i$̄#I" , #" = $ (4.2)

One can also generalize the chemical-shift symmetry of the bosonic case by setting

#% = f(!, "), #" =! I &"If . (4.3)

while !I remains invariant. Equation (4.3) also implies

#'! = !D!f(!, ") ,

where D! = &#! ! i
2 "̄

$#I
$!&"I .

Note that under d-di$erentiation we have

d!I =
i

2
d"̄ " #Id" , d(d") = 0 , d" = d'̄ " d" . (4.4)

In terms of the above variables, we can build the following quantities

BIJ = !!I " %!J = !I
µ!

Jµ dd+1x = B̂IJ dd+1x ,

X = " " %" = !"µg
µ&"&d

d+1x = X̂ dd+1x ,

Y = " " !1 · · · " !d =
1

d!
$µ&1···&d$I1···Id"µ!

I1
&1 · · ·!

Id
&d

dd+1x = Ŷ dd+1x ,

ZI = " " %!I = !"µg
µ&!I

&d
d+1x = ẐI dd+1x , (4.5)

We denote by the same letter, though with a hat on the top, the corresponding factor
multiplying the volume form, for instance B̂IJ = !I

µg
µ&!J

& . Note in particular that [9]:

b̂ =
!
det B̂IJ . (4.6)

They are invariant under supersymmetry transformations and transform as

#BIJ = 0 ,

#X = 2" " %#" = 2 &If " " %!I = 2&IfZ
I ,

#Y = #" " !1 · · · " !d = 0 ,

#ZI = #" " %!I = &Jf !J " %!I = !&JfB
IJ , (4.7)

under the (generalized) chemical shift symmetry. We note that BIJ and Y are invariant
under the chemical shift symmetry, while the other two quantities are not invariant.
However, as in the two-dimensional case (3.7 ) we can introduce a new invariant I(X̂ , Ẑ)
constructed in terms of both of them, namely:

I(X̂ , Ẑ) = X̂ + ẐI ẐJ (B̂!1)IJ , (4.8)

If we adhere to the assumption of describing a low energy Lagrangian featuring only two
derivatives in the fields [9],[10], then the new invariant is excluded from the Lagrangian.
In this case the supersymmetric extension of the Lagrangian will have formally the same
form as in ordinary hydrodynamics reviewed in Section 2, with the fields b, y replaced by
the corresponding superfields b̂ and Ŷ .
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where !ab is the spin connection. Their on-shell parametrization in superspace (super-
space constraints) is

T a = 0 (6.3)

" = "abV
a ! V b + La #5 #

ab! ! V b +
!
(ReS) + i#5(ImS)

"
#a ! ! Va (6.4)

where "abV a ! V b is the supercovariant gravitino field strength, La = i
8$

i#ab$ı̄gi!̄ is a
current of spin-12 left-handed and right-handed chiral fields $i,$ı̄ respectively, gi!̄ is the

Kaehler metric of the scalar-fields %-model and S(zi, z ı̄) " W (z)e
K
2 is the gravitino mass,

W being the superpotential and K(zi, z ı̄) the Kaehler potential. 6 From the previous
parametrizations one derives the supersymmetry transformation laws:

&"V
a = i'̄#a! , (6.5)

&"! = #'+ La #
ab'Vb +

!
(ReS) + i#5(ImS)

"
#a' .Va (6.6)

To define the entropy current we use the notation a, b, c, . . . for Lorentz vector indices
and I, J,K, . . . for vector 3d spatial indices while Greek indices (, ), #, . . . will denote
the spinor-component indices of the gravitino 1-form, running from 1 to 4.

Inspired by eq. (4.17), we define the following entropy current in the presence of
supergravity:

J(3|4) =
1

3!
'I1...I3V

I1 ! V I2 ! V I3

4#

#=1

&(!#) (6.7)

where V I are the vielbeins (with spatial indices) and !# are the spinor components of the
gravitino 1-form. Note that J(3|4) is a "(3|4) form. We now show that it is (covariantly)
closed . Indeed

#J(3|4) =
i

4
'I1I2I3 !̄ ! #I1! ! V I2 ! V I3

4#

#=1

&(!#) +

+
2

3
'I1I2I3V

I1 ! V I2 ! V I3 !
$

4%

#=1

&!(!#) !#!#
#

$ "=#

&(!$)

&
(6.8)

where we used the constraint (6.3), implying dV I $ !I
a ! V a = i

2 !̄#I!.
Because of the presence of the current !̄#I!, the first line of eq. (6.8) actually vanishes

in force of the identity !$&(!$) = 0. As far as the second term is concerned, we observe
that substituting to #!# = "# the right hand side of equation (6.4), we get four kinds
of contributions: the terms with five vierbeine identically vanish in four dimensions; as
far as the contribution of the other three terms is concerned, they contain the products
#5#ab ! ! Vb, #a! ! Va and #5#a! ! Va. All of them, however, also give a vanishing
contribution owing to the traceless property of the #-matrix algebra. Take for example
the term

$i(ImS)#a#5! ! Va.

6Note that in this formalism !abV a
µ V

b
! is the supercovariant gravitino field-strength while !µ! is the

ordinary field-strength #[µ!!].
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Vielbein Gravitinos

to prove the conservation, we observe
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We have:

!i(ImS)!I1...I3V
I1 " V I2 " V I3 " Va

!
4"

!=1

"!(!!) " (#a #5)!" !
"
#

# "=!

"(!#)

$

= i(ImS)!I1...I3V
I1 " V I2 " V I3 " Va

!
4"

!=1

(#a #5)!!

4#

#

"(!#)

$
= 0 , (6.9)

where we used the property "!(!")!" = !"(!").
By the same argument one finds that also the terms proportional to #a! and #5#ab!

give vanishing contribution since Tr(#5#ab) = Tr(#a) = 0.
In conclusion:

#J(3|4) = 0 . (6.10)

In order to compare formula (6.7) with the flat case, we decompose the vielbein V a

and the gravitino !# into flat directions as follows

V a = V a
µ dxµ + V a

# d$# , !# = !#
µ dx

µ +!#
! d$

! . (6.11)

The components can be cast into a supermatrix EA
M =

%
V a
µ V a

#

!#
µ !#

!

&
since the compo-

nents V a
µ ,!

#
! are bosonic, while V a

# ,!
#
µ are fermionic. Then, we have

J(3|4) =
1

3!
!I1...I3(V

I1
µ1

dxµ1 + V I1
#1
) d$#1 "

· · · " (V I3
µ3

dxµ3 + V I3
#3

d$#3 " "(!#1
µ1

dxµ1 +!#1
!1

d$!1) "
· · · " "(!#4

µ4
dxµ4 +!#4

!4
d$!4) (6.12)

The Dirac delta functions should be expanded to the highest order as follows "(d$# +
F #
µ dx

µ) =
'4

k=0 "
(k)(d$#)

(k
l=0 F

#l
µl
dxµl where "(k)(x) are the derivative of the Dirac delta

function. Using the rule x"!(x) = !"(x) (see Appendix A) the above formula reduces to

J(3|4) = E dx1 " · · · " dx3 " "(d$1) " · · · " "(d$4) (6.13)

where E is the superdeterminant of the matrix EA
M .

6.2 Extended supergravity

In this Appendix we show that the covariant closure of the entropy current shown to be
satisfied for N = 1, D = 4 Supergravity coupled to chiral multiplets, actually holds for
N -extended matter coupled supergravities as well.

For this purpose it is more useful and e"cient to use the formulation in terms of Weyl
-projected spinors, which, in particular, give a manifest formulation of the R-symmetry
U(N) of the theory.

Let us first reformulate the procedure of Section 7 in this new setting, since this
allows a straightforward extension to higher N . Using Weyl spinors, the left- handed
and right-handed projection of the Majorana gravitino 1-form ! will be denoted as !•, !•

respectively. Then equations from (6.1) to (6.5)now take the following form:

T a = dV a ! %a
b " V b ! i !̄•#

a!•

&• = d!• !
1

4
#ab%ab!• $ #!•

&• = d!• ! 1

4
#ab%ab!

• $ #!•, (6.14)
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acquires the meaning of the space-time volume form of the perfect fluid.
To see that the action can be given a geometrical meaning, we consider the particular
case where the functional F (b̂, X̂, ŷ, Ẑ) has the the following particular form:

F (b̂, X̂, ŷ, Ẑ) ! F (B̂IJ , ŷ, I(X̂, Ẑ)) =
!
"I(X̂, Ẑ) detBIJ + n̂ŷ (5.12)

where where I(X̂, Ẑ) is the chemical-shift invariant defined in (2.11) and n is a numerical
constant. Then the action can be written in the following suggestive form;

Sd+1 =

"
dd+1x

!
det(B̂ Î Ĵ) +

"
!y , (5.13)

Where we have introduced the (d+ 1)# (d+ 1) matrix

B̂ Î Ĵ =

#
B̂IJ "ẐI

"ẐJ "X̂

$
. (5.14)

Indeed, using the determinantal identity

det(B̂ Î Ĵ) = " det(B̂IJ)
%
X̂ + ẐIẐJ(B̂!1)IJ

&
, (5.15)

the action (5.13)turns out to be identical to

Sd+1 =

"
dd+1x

!
"I(X̂, Ẑ) detBIJ +

"
!y . (5.16)

We see that using the (d + 1) # (d + 1) matrix B̂ Î Ĵ , the action acquires a geometrical
meaning, quite analogous to the Nambu–Goto-like action of a d-brane in d+1-dimensions
plus a topological term. (4.7). With this interpretation we also gain a geometrical
meaning for the invariant quantity (4.8).

6 Entropy Current for Supergravity

6.1 N = 1 Supergravity

The above formulas, constructed for rigid supersymmetry, can be generalized to local
supersymmetry, that is supergravity.

Let us work for simplicity in the case of N = 1, D=4 supergravity coupled to a set
of chiral multiplets (zi,"i); (z ı̄,"ı̄) (i, ı̄ = 1, · · ·nc). As we will discuss in Section 6.2,
the result can be generalized to higher dimensional and/or extended supergravities. Let
V a be the (bosonic) vielbein (a = 0, 1, · · · 3 denote rigid space-time indices) and ! the
gravitino (fermionic) one-form in superspace. The supertorsion T a and the gravitino
field-strength # 2-forms in superspace are defined as follows:

T a = dV a + !a
b $ V b " i

2
!̄$a! (6.1)

# ! %! = d!" 1

4
$ab!ab! (6.2)
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where !ab is the spin connection. Their on-shell parametrization in superspace (super-
space constraints) is

T a = 0 (6.3)

" = "abV
a ! V b + La #5 #

ab! ! V b +
!
(ReS) + i#5(ImS)

"
#a ! ! Va (6.4)

where "abV a ! V b is the supercovariant gravitino field strength, La = i
8$

i#ab$ı̄gi!̄ is a
current of spin-12 left-handed and right-handed chiral fields $i,$ı̄ respectively, gi!̄ is the

Kaehler metric of the scalar-fields %-model and S(zi, z ı̄) " W (z)e
K
2 is the gravitino mass,

W being the superpotential and K(zi, z ı̄) the Kaehler potential. 6 From the previous
parametrizations one derives the supersymmetry transformation laws:

&"V
a = i'̄#a! , (6.5)

&"! = #'+ La #
ab'Vb +

!
(ReS) + i#5(ImS)

"
#a' .Va (6.6)

To define the entropy current we use the notation a, b, c, . . . for Lorentz vector indices
and I, J,K, . . . for vector 3d spatial indices while Greek indices (, ), #, . . . will denote
the spinor-component indices of the gravitino 1-form, running from 1 to 4.

Inspired by eq. (4.17), we define the following entropy current in the presence of
supergravity:

J(3|4) =
1

3!
'I1...I3V

I1 ! V I2 ! V I3

4#

#=1

&(!#) (6.7)

where V I are the vielbeins (with spatial indices) and !# are the spinor components of the
gravitino 1-form. Note that J(3|4) is a "(3|4) form. We now show that it is (covariantly)
closed . Indeed

#J(3|4) =
i

4
'I1I2I3 !̄ ! #I1! ! V I2 ! V I3

4#

#=1

&(!#) +

+
2

3
'I1I2I3V

I1 ! V I2 ! V I3 !
$

4%

#=1

&!(!#) !#!#
#

$ "=#

&(!$)

&
(6.8)

where we used the constraint (6.3), implying dV I $ !I
a ! V a = i

2 !̄#I!.
Because of the presence of the current !̄#I!, the first line of eq. (6.8) actually vanishes

in force of the identity !$&(!$) = 0. As far as the second term is concerned, we observe
that substituting to #!# = "# the right hand side of equation (6.4), we get four kinds
of contributions: the terms with five vierbeine identically vanish in four dimensions; as
far as the contribution of the other three terms is concerned, they contain the products
#5#ab ! ! Vb, #a! ! Va and #5#a! ! Va. All of them, however, also give a vanishing
contribution owing to the traceless property of the #-matrix algebra. Take for example
the term

$i(ImS)#a#5! ! Va.

6Note that in this formalism !abV a
µ V

b
! is the supercovariant gravitino field-strength while !µ! is the

ordinary field-strength #[µ!!].
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by increasing the number of fermions extending the  supersymmetry, 
we can try to generalize the previous formulas and we found the 
natural generalization 

tional to (!ab)!!.7 Therefore the whole contribution to the of the !• ! V terms in the
parametrization of "!• to the right hand side of (6.20) turns out to be proportional to:

2!

!=1

"
La(!

ab)!
! + L!

a(!
ab)!!

# 2$

"=1

"(!•")"(!
•") , (6.22)

which is identically zero being proportional to the trace of gamma-matrices (actually
Pauli matrices).

Given these preliminaries the extension of the above argument to N - extended super-
gravities is immediate. In this case the • subscripts and superscripts on ! are replaced
by R–symmetry indices A,B = 1, . . . ,N : !• # !A, !• # !A. The definition of the
entropy current is straightforwardly generalized to:

J(3|4N ) =
1

3!
#I1...I3V

I1 ! V I2 ! V I3 !
N%

A=1

2%

!=1

"(!A!) ! "(!A!) , (6.23)

and eq.s (6.16) and (6.17) are given by

$A = $AabV
a ! V b + LaA

B
"
!ab + %ab

#
!B ! Vb + T[AB] ab !

b!B ! Va + SAB!
a !B ! Va ,

(6.24)

$A = $AabV a ! V b + La
A
B

"
!ab + %ab

#
!B ! Vb + T [AB]

ab !b!B ! Va + SAB!a !B ! Va ,
(6.25)

where La
A
B = (LaA

B)! and S(AB) = (S(AB))! are complex tensors depending on the

sigma-model scalar fields, while T[AB] ab = (T [AB]
ab )! are the graviphoton scalar-dependent

field strengths. Since the proof of closure of the entropy current is essentially based on
the properties of the Cli"ord algebra, we see that, compared to the N = 1 case, the main
di"erence is that the !ab matrix has been replaced by !ab + %ab. Then proceeding along
the same lines as in the N = 1 case, computing the covariant derivative of J (3|4N ), one
finds that the only non trivially vanishing term is:

!

a ,!

&
La|A

A
"
!ab + %ab

#
)!

! + La|
A
A

"
!ab + %ab

#
!
!

'
(6.26)

Besides the vanishing of the !ab traces the terms proportional to %ab also vanish since,
owing to the fact that La|A

A is a purely imagunary quantity

La|A
A + La|

A
A
= 0. (6.27)

Finally we observe that exactly the same mechanism also works for higher dimensional
supergravities: Indeed the structure of the constraints in superspace for the gravitino field
strength is strictly analogous to equations (6.24) and (6.25)the di"erence being now in the
set of ! matrices in D- dimensions appearing in the gravitino field-strengths. The general
higher dimensional formula replacing (6.24) and (6.25) has the following analogous form

7Notice that in the spinorial notation, the two 2$ 2 matrices (!ab)!" and (!ab)!" denote the action,
modulo a coe!cient, of the Lorentz generators on the left-handed and right-handed spinors respectively.
They define the diagonal blocks of the Lorentz generators on the four-component Dirac spinors.
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We will see later, in Section 6, that integral forms form a new complex as follows

· · · d!" !(r|q) d!" !(r+1|q) · · · d!" !(p+1|q) d!" 0 (26)

where!(p+1|q) is the top ‘‘form’’ dx[K1 · · · dxKp+1]"(d# [i1) · · · "(d# iq])which can be integrated on the supermanifold. As in the
usual commuting geometry, there is an isomorphism between the cohomologies H(0|0) and H(p+1|q) on a supermanifold of
dimension (p + 1|q). In addition, one can define two operations acting on the cohomology groups H(r|s) which change the
picture number s (see [11]).

Given a function f (x, #) on the superspace C(p+1|q), we define its integral by the super top-form $(p+1|q) =
f (x, #)dx1 · · · dxp+1"(d#1) · · · "(d# q) belonging to !(p+1|q) as follows

!

C(p+1|q)
$(p+1|q) = % i1···iq&# i1 · · · &# iq

!

Cp+1
f (x, #) (27)

where the last equalities is obtained by integrating on the delta functions and selecting the bosonic top form. The remaining
integrals are the usual integral of densities and the Berezin integral. The latter can be understood in terms of the Berezinian
sheaf [12]. It is easy to show that indeed themeasure is invariant under general coordinate changes and the density transform
as a Berezinian with the superdeterminant.

5. !ech cohomology of P1|1

Wedescribe now !ech cohomology on super-projective spaces, with respect to this particular sheaf of ‘‘integral 1-forms’’.
We will begin by considering P1|1. P1 has a natural covering with two charts, U0 and U1, where

U0 = {[z0; z1] # P1 : z0 $= 0}, (28)

U1 = {[z0; z1] # P1 : z1 $= 0}. (29)

The affine coordinates are ' = z1
z0

on U0 and "' = z0
z1

on U1. The odd generators are ( on U0 and "( on U1. The gluing
morphism of sheaves on the intersection U0 % U1 has pull-back given by:

)& : O(U0 % U1)[(] '!" O(U0 % U1)["(] (30)

with the requirement that:

)&(' ) = 1
"'

, )&(() =
"(
"'

. (31)

We now consider a sheaf of differential on P1|1. As we already said in the previous section, we must add objects of the
type ‘‘d' ’’ and of the type ‘‘d( ’’ on U0. But d( is an even generator, because( is odd, so we are not able to find a differential
form of maximal degree. We introduce then the generator "(d(), which allows us to perform integration in the ‘‘variable’’
d( . It satisfies the rule d("(d() = 0. This means that "(d() is like a Diracmeasure on the space of the analytic functions in
d( which gives back the evaluation at zero. We must also introduce the derivatives "(n)(d(), where d("((d() = !"(d(),
and, in general, d("(n)(d() = !"(n!1)(d(). In this way, the derivatives of the delta represent anticommuting differential
forms of negative degree.

Let’s define the following sheaves of modules:

!0|0(U0) = O(U0)[(]; (32)

!1|0(U0) = O(U0)[(]d' ) O(U0)[(]d(; (33)

and similarly un U1. The general sheaf !n|0 is locally made up by objects of the form

O(U0)[(](d' )i(d()j, (34)

where i = 0; 1 and i + j = n. The definitions on U1 are similar, the only difference is that we will use the corresponding
coordinates on U1. Note that !n|0 is non zero for all integers n * 0.

We also define the sheaves of modules ! l|1, which, on U0, contain elements of the form:

O(U0)[(](d' )i"(j)(d(), (35)

with i ! j = l. The elements containing ‘‘d( ’’ cannot appear, since they cancel with the delta forms. On U1, the sections of
this sheaf assume a similar structure with respect to the coordinates on U1.

Notice that ! l|1 is non zero for all integers l with l + 1, in particular for all negative integers. We still have to describe
coordinate change in the intersection U0 % U1 of the objects {d' , d(, "(d()}. They are given by:

)&d"' = ! 1
' 2 d' , (36)

is the simplest non-trivial example of super projective space. It is 
defined as usual as an algebraic variety by quotient of the complex 
superspace         with respect to a complex number different  from 
zero. It can be cover by two patches 

! ! !•(M)

C!
!
"M
#
= !•(M)

dxi " "i

$µ = dxi1 # . . . # dxin # d"i1 # . . . # d"in

$! ! C!
!
"M
#

%

$M
$! =

%

M
!

d"i # d"j = d"j # d"i

dxI

C2|1

#(d"i)

1

Transition functions from one patch to another 
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We now consider a sheaf of differential on P1|1. As we already said in the previous section, we must add objects of the
type ‘‘d' ’’ and of the type ‘‘d( ’’ on U0. But d( is an even generator, because( is odd, so we are not able to find a differential
form of maximal degree. We introduce then the generator "(d(), which allows us to perform integration in the ‘‘variable’’
d( . It satisfies the rule d("(d() = 0. This means that "(d() is like a Diracmeasure on the space of the analytic functions in
d( which gives back the evaluation at zero. We must also introduce the derivatives "(n)(d(), where d("((d() = !"(d(),
and, in general, d("(n)(d() = !"(n!1)(d(). In this way, the derivatives of the delta represent anticommuting differential
forms of negative degree.

Let’s define the following sheaves of modules:

!0|0(U0) = O(U0)[(]; (32)

!1|0(U0) = O(U0)[(]d' ) O(U0)[(]d(; (33)

and similarly un U1. The general sheaf !n|0 is locally made up by objects of the form

O(U0)[(](d' )i(d()j, (34)

where i = 0; 1 and i + j = n. The definitions on U1 are similar, the only difference is that we will use the corresponding
coordinates on U1. Note that !n|0 is non zero for all integers n * 0.

We also define the sheaves of modules ! l|1, which, on U0, contain elements of the form:

O(U0)[(](d' )i"(j)(d(), (35)

with i ! j = l. The elements containing ‘‘d( ’’ cannot appear, since they cancel with the delta forms. On U1, the sections of
this sheaf assume a similar structure with respect to the coordinates on U1.

Notice that ! l|1 is non zero for all integers l with l + 1, in particular for all negative integers. We still have to describe
coordinate change in the intersection U0 % U1 of the objects {d' , d(, "(d()}. They are given by:
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The change of patch reflects upon the following transformation
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and

!!d!" = d"
#

" d# "

# 2 . (37)

More generally, for any integer n > 0, we have the formula

!!(d!")n =
"
d"
#

#n

" d# "

# 2

"
d"
#

#n"1

. (38)

It only remains to compute how $(d") transforms in a coordinate change. We can proceed as outlined in the previous
section.

In this case, we write:

!!$(d!") = $

"
d"
#

" d# "

# 2

#
. (39)

Then:

!!$(d!") = # $

"
d" " d#"

#

#
= # $ (d") " #

d# "

#
$(d") = # $ (d") " "d# $#(d"). (40)

Notice that the latter equation, together with (37), implies that

!!(d"̃$(d"̃)) = 0

as expected.
Hence the generator $(d"̃) and its properties are well defined. Similarly, one can compute that the derivatives $n(d"̃)

satisfy the following change of coordinates formula

!!$n(d!") = # n+1$n (d") " # n" d# $n+1(d"). (41)

Now, we can proceed in calculating sheaf cohomology for each of the sheaves % i|j with respect to the covering {U0;U1}.

Theorem 2. The covering {U0;U1} is acyclic with respect to each of the sheaves % i|j.

Proof. We know that U0 and U1 are both isomorphic to C, while U0 $ U1 is isomorphic to C!. Moreover, we know that,
classically, Hq(C; O) = {0}, and that Hq(C!; O) = 0. We note that the restriction to each open set of the sheaf % i|j is simply
the direct sum of the sheaf O a certain finite number of times.

For example,

%1|1(U0 $ U1) = O(C!)d# $(d") + O(C!)"d# $(d"). (42)

Note that the symbols d# $(d") and"d# $(d") represent the generators of a vector space, then, each of the direct summands
can be treated separately. So, we see that a chain of % i|j (on C or C!) is a cocycle if and only if each of the summands is a
cocycle, and it is a coboundary if and only if every summand is a coboundary. !

We now begin the computation of the main cohomology groups on P1|1. For Ȟ0 we have the following result:

Theorem 3. For integers n % 0, the following isomorphisms hold

Ȟ0(P1|1, %n|0) &=
$
0, n > 0,
C, n = 0.

Ȟ0(P1|1, %"n|1) &= C4n+4,

Ȟ0(P1|1, %1|1) &= 0.

Proof.

• Let’s begin from Ȟ0(P1|1, %0|0). On U1, the sections of the sheaf have the structure:

f (!# ) + f1(!# )!" . (43)

On the intersection U0 $ U1 they transform in the following way:

f
"

1
#

#
+ "

#
f1

"
1
#

#
. (44)
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We will see later, in Section 6, that integral forms form a new complex as follows

· · · d!" !(r|q) d!" !(r+1|q) · · · d!" !(p+1|q) d!" 0 (26)

where!(p+1|q) is the top ‘‘form’’ dx[K1 · · · dxKp+1]"(d# [i1) · · · "(d# iq])which can be integrated on the supermanifold. As in the
usual commuting geometry, there is an isomorphism between the cohomologies H(0|0) and H(p+1|q) on a supermanifold of
dimension (p + 1|q). In addition, one can define two operations acting on the cohomology groups H(r|s) which change the
picture number s (see [11]).

Given a function f (x, #) on the superspace C(p+1|q), we define its integral by the super top-form $(p+1|q) =
f (x, #)dx1 · · · dxp+1"(d#1) · · · "(d# q) belonging to !(p+1|q) as follows

!

C(p+1|q)
$(p+1|q) = % i1···iq&# i1 · · · &# iq

!

Cp+1
f (x, #) (27)

where the last equalities is obtained by integrating on the delta functions and selecting the bosonic top form. The remaining
integrals are the usual integral of densities and the Berezin integral. The latter can be understood in terms of the Berezinian
sheaf [12]. It is easy to show that indeed themeasure is invariant under general coordinate changes and the density transform
as a Berezinian with the superdeterminant.

5. !ech cohomology of P1|1

Wedescribe now !ech cohomology on super-projective spaces, with respect to this particular sheaf of ‘‘integral 1-forms’’.
We will begin by considering P1|1. P1 has a natural covering with two charts, U0 and U1, where

U0 = {[z0; z1] # P1 : z0 $= 0}, (28)

U1 = {[z0; z1] # P1 : z1 $= 0}. (29)

The affine coordinates are ' = z1
z0

on U0 and "' = z0
z1

on U1. The odd generators are ( on U0 and "( on U1. The gluing
morphism of sheaves on the intersection U0 % U1 has pull-back given by:

)& : O(U0 % U1)[(] '!" O(U0 % U1)["(] (30)

with the requirement that:

)&(' ) = 1
"'

, )&(() =
"(
"'

. (31)

We now consider a sheaf of differential on P1|1. As we already said in the previous section, we must add objects of the
type ‘‘d' ’’ and of the type ‘‘d( ’’ on U0. But d( is an even generator, because( is odd, so we are not able to find a differential
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and, in general, d("(n)(d() = !"(n!1)(d(). In this way, the derivatives of the delta represent anticommuting differential
forms of negative degree.

Let’s define the following sheaves of modules:
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and similarly un U1. The general sheaf !n|0 is locally made up by objects of the form

O(U0)[(](d' )i(d()j, (34)

where i = 0; 1 and i + j = n. The definitions on U1 are similar, the only difference is that we will use the corresponding
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We also define the sheaves of modules ! l|1, which, on U0, contain elements of the form:
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)&d"' = ! 1
' 2 d' , (36)
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and

!!d!" = d"
#

" d# "

# 2 . (37)

More generally, for any integer n > 0, we have the formula

!!(d!")n =
"
d"
#

#n

" d# "

# 2

"
d"
#

#n"1

. (38)

It only remains to compute how $(d") transforms in a coordinate change. We can proceed as outlined in the previous
section.

In this case, we write:

!!$(d!") = $

"
d"
#

" d# "

# 2

#
. (39)

Then:

!!$(d!") = # $

"
d" " d#"

#

#
= # $ (d") " #

d# "

#
$(d") = # $ (d") " "d# $#(d"). (40)

Notice that the latter equation, together with (37), implies that

!!(d"̃$(d"̃)) = 0

as expected.
Hence the generator $(d"̃) and its properties are well defined. Similarly, one can compute that the derivatives $n(d"̃)

satisfy the following change of coordinates formula

!!$n(d!") = # n+1$n (d") " # n" d# $n+1(d"). (41)

Now, we can proceed in calculating sheaf cohomology for each of the sheaves % i|j with respect to the covering {U0;U1}.

Theorem 2. The covering {U0;U1} is acyclic with respect to each of the sheaves % i|j.

Proof. We know that U0 and U1 are both isomorphic to C, while U0 $ U1 is isomorphic to C!. Moreover, we know that,
classically, Hq(C; O) = {0}, and that Hq(C!; O) = 0. We note that the restriction to each open set of the sheaf % i|j is simply
the direct sum of the sheaf O a certain finite number of times.

For example,
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Note that the symbols d# $(d") and"d# $(d") represent the generators of a vector space, then, each of the direct summands
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cocycle, and it is a coboundary if and only if every summand is a coboundary. !

We now begin the computation of the main cohomology groups on P1|1. For Ȟ0 we have the following result:

Theorem 3. For integers n % 0, the following isomorphisms hold

Ȟ0(P1|1, %n|0) &=
$
0, n > 0,
C, n = 0.

Ȟ0(P1|1, %"n|1) &= C4n+4,

Ȟ0(P1|1, %1|1) &= 0.

Proof.

• Let’s begin from Ȟ0(P1|1, %0|0). On U1, the sections of the sheaf have the structure:

f (!# ) + f1(!# )!" . (43)

On the intersection U0 $ U1 they transform in the following way:

f
"

1
#

#
+ "

#
f1

"
1
#

#
. (44)

For non-negative integer
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So, the only globally defined sections (i.e. which can be extended also on P1|1) are the constants:

Ȟ0(P1|1, !0|0) != C. (45)

• Let’s consider Ȟ0(P1|1, !n|0), with n > 0. On U1, the sections of the sheaf have the structure:
!
f0("" ) + f1("" )"#

#
d"" (d"#)n"1 +

!
f2("" ) + f3("" )"#

#
(d"#)n. (46)

Since both d"" and d"# transform, by coordinate change, producing a term 1/" 2, none of these sections can be extended
on the whole P1|1, except the zero section. So,

Ȟ0(P1|1, !n|0) != 0. (47)

• Let us now compute Ȟ0(P1|1; !"n|1) for every integer n # 0. On U1, the sections of the sheaf have the form:
!
f0("" ) + f1("" )"#

#
$n(d"#) +

!
f2("" ) + f3("" )"#

#
d"" $n+1(d"#). (48)

Using the change of coordinates formula (41) one can verify that on the intersection U0 $ U1 they transform in the
following way:

$
f0

$
1
"

%
+ f1

$
1
"

%
#

"

% !
" n+1$n (d#) " " n# d" $n+1(d#)

#

"
$
f2

$
1
"

%
+ f3

$
1
"

%
#

"

%
d"
" 2

!
" n+2$n+1 (d#) " " n+1# d" $n+2(d#)

#

=
$
f0

$
1
"

%
" n+1 + f1

$
1
"

%
" n#

%
$n (d#)

"
$
f2

$
1
"

%
" n

$
f0

$
1
"

%
" n + f3

$
1
"

%
" n"1

%
#

%
d" $n+1 (d#) . (49)

Therefore this expression extends to a global section if and only if the following conditions hold. The coefficient f0 is a
polynomial of degree n+1, while f1, f2 and f3 are polynomials of degree n. Moreover, if an+1 and bn are the coefficients of
maximal degree in f0 and f3 respectively, then an+1 = "bn. This establishes that Ȟ0(P1|1, !"n|1) has dimension 4n + 4.

• Let’s consider Ȟ0(P1|1; !1|1). On U1, the sections of the sheaf have the structure:
!
f0("" ) + f1("" )"#

#
d"" $(d"#). (50)

These sections cannot be defined on the whole P1, since they transform as:

"
$
f0

$
1
"

%
+ f1

$
1
"

%
#

"

%
d"
" 2

!
" $ (d#) " #d" $%(d#)

#
= "

$
f0

$
1
"

%
1
"

+ f1
$

1
"

%
#

" 2

%
d" $ (d#) .

So,

Ȟ0(P1|1, !1|1) = 0. ! (51)

A similar computation can be done to obtain the groups Ȟ1(P1|1; ! i|j). The elements of the !ech cohomology are sections
%01 of !

i|j
|U0$U1

which cannot be written as differences %0 " %1, with %0 defined on U0 and %1 defined on U1. We have the
following result:

Theorem 4. For integers n # 0, the following isomorphisms hold

Ȟ1(P1|1, !n|0) != C4n

Ȟ1(P1|1, !"n|1) != 0,
Ȟ1(P1|1, !1|1) != C.

Proof.
• Ȟ1(P1|1, !0|0) = {0}, since for every section on U1 $ U0 we have the structure:

f ("" ) + f1("" )"#, (52)

we can decompose the Laurent series of f and f1 in a singular part and in a holomorphic component. The singular part
is defined on U0, while the holomorphic part is defined on U1. So, it’s easy to write every section of !0|0 on U0 $ U1 as a
difference of sections on U0 and U1.
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• We now compute Ȟ1(P1|1, !n|0) for n > 0. A section on U0 is of the type

(f0(" ) + f1(" )#) d" (d#)n!1 + (f2(" ) + f3(" )#) (d#)n

while a section on U1 is of the type
!
g0("" ) + g1("" )"#

#
d"" (d"#)n!1 +

!
g2("" ) + g3("" )"#

#
(d"#)n.

All functions here are regular. A computation shows that, taking the difference of the two on U0 " U1 and expressing
everything in the coordinates " and # , gives us an expression of the type

!
f0(" ) + g0(" !1)" !(n+1)# d" (d#)n!1 +

!
f1(" ) + g1(" !1)" !(n+2) + g2(" !1)" !(n+1)# #d" (d#)n!1

+
!
f2(" ) ! g2(" !1)" !n# (d#)n +

!
f3(" ) ! g3(" !1)" !(n+1)# #(d#)n.

It is clear that in the first row there are no terms of the type ak" !k with 1 # k # n, so this gives us n parameters for
an element of Ȟ1(P1|1, !n|0). Similarly, the second row gives us n parameters, the third gives us n ! 1 and the fourth n.
This gives a total of 4n! 1. Notice now that in the above expression the coefficient of " !(n+1) in the second rowmust be
equal to the coefficient of " !n in the third row. This constraint on the terms of the above type gives us room for an extra
parameter in the elements of Ȟ1(P1|1, !n|0). We therefore have a total of 4n parameters.

• We compute in a similar way Ȟ1(P1|1, !!n|1) for n $ 0. A computation shows that a difference between a section on U0
and a section on U1 is of the type

!
f0(" ) ! g0(" !1)" n+1# $n(d#) +

!
f1(" ) ! g1(" !1)" n# #$n(d#) +

!
f2(" ) + g2(" !1)" n# d" $n+1(d#)

+
!
f3(" ) + g0(" !1)" n + g3(" !1)" n!1# #d" $n+1(d#).

It is clear that every section on U0 " U1 is represented in such an expression. Therefore we have Ȟ1(P1|1, !!n|1) = 0.
• We see in a similar way that Ȟ1(P1|1; !1|1) = C, in fact the section on U0 "U1 which are not differences are all generated

by

#d" $(d#)

"
. (53)

This completes the proof. !

Notice that Ȟ1(P1|1, !n+1|0) and Ȟ0(P1|1, !!n|1) have the same dimension. There is an interesting explanation of this
fact, in fact we can construct a pairing

Ȟ1(P1|1, !n+1|0) % Ȟ0(P1|1, !!n|1) & Ȟ1(P1|1, !1|1) '= C

as follows. As explained above, an element of Ȟ1(P1|1, !n+1|0) is of the type
!
f0(" !1) + f1(" !1)#

#
d" (d#)n +

!
f2(" !1) + f3(" !1)#

#
(d#)n+1 (54)

where f0 and f1 are polynomials of degree at most n + 1, while f1 and f2 can be chosen to be respectively of degree at most
n + 2 and n or both of degree at most n + 1. An element of Ȟ0(P1|1, !!n|1) is of the type

(g0(" ) + g1(" )#) $n(d#) + (g2(" ) + g3(" )#) d" $n+1(d#), (55)

where g0 is a polynomial of degree n + 1, g1, . . . , g3 are polynomials of degree n and the coefficients of maximal degree in
g0 and g3 are opposite to each other. Now recall that we have a pairing

!n+1|0 % !!n|1 & !1|1

obeying the rules explained in Section 4. For instance

(d" (d#)n, $n(d#)) = (!1)nn! d" $(d#),

((d#)n+1, d" $n+1(d#)) =! (!1)n(n + 1)! d" $(d#),

(d" (d#)n, d" $n+1(d#)) =( (d#)n+1, $n(d#)) = 0.

It can be checked that this product descends to a pairing in cohomology. We have the following

Lemma 5. On P1|1 the above product in cohomology is non-degenerate.
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• We now compute Ȟ1(P1|1, !n|0) for n > 0. A section on U0 is of the type
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while a section on U1 is of the type
!
g0("" ) + g1("" )"#

#
d"" (d"#)n!1 +

!
g2("" ) + g3("" )"#

#
(d"#)n.

All functions here are regular. A computation shows that, taking the difference of the two on U0 " U1 and expressing
everything in the coordinates " and # , gives us an expression of the type
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It is clear that in the first row there are no terms of the type ak" !k with 1 # k # n, so this gives us n parameters for
an element of Ȟ1(P1|1, !n|0). Similarly, the second row gives us n parameters, the third gives us n ! 1 and the fourth n.
This gives a total of 4n! 1. Notice now that in the above expression the coefficient of " !(n+1) in the second rowmust be
equal to the coefficient of " !n in the third row. This constraint on the terms of the above type gives us room for an extra
parameter in the elements of Ȟ1(P1|1, !n|0). We therefore have a total of 4n parameters.

• We compute in a similar way Ȟ1(P1|1, !!n|1) for n $ 0. A computation shows that a difference between a section on U0
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+
!
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It is clear that every section on U0 " U1 is represented in such an expression. Therefore we have Ȟ1(P1|1, !!n|1) = 0.
• We see in a similar way that Ȟ1(P1|1; !1|1) = C, in fact the section on U0 "U1 which are not differences are all generated

by
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. (53)

This completes the proof. !

Notice that Ȟ1(P1|1, !n+1|0) and Ȟ0(P1|1, !!n|1) have the same dimension. There is an interesting explanation of this
fact, in fact we can construct a pairing
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as follows. As explained above, an element of Ȟ1(P1|1, !n+1|0) is of the type
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where f0 and f1 are polynomials of degree at most n + 1, while f1 and f2 can be chosen to be respectively of degree at most
n + 2 and n or both of degree at most n + 1. An element of Ȟ0(P1|1, !!n|1) is of the type

(g0(" ) + g1(" )#) $n(d#) + (g2(" ) + g3(" )#) d" $n+1(d#), (55)

where g0 is a polynomial of degree n + 1, g1, . . . , g3 are polynomials of degree n and the coefficients of maximal degree in
g0 and g3 are opposite to each other. Now recall that we have a pairing
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obeying the rules explained in Section 4. For instance

(d" (d#)n, $n(d#)) = (!1)nn! d" $(d#),

((d#)n+1, d" $n+1(d#)) =! (!1)n(n + 1)! d" $(d#),

(d" (d#)n, d" $n+1(d#)) =( (d#)n+1, $n(d#)) = 0.

It can be checked that this product descends to a pairing in cohomology. We have the following

Lemma 5. On P1|1 the above product in cohomology is non-degenerate.
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• We now compute Ȟ1(P1|1, !n|0) for n > 0. A section on U0 is of the type
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while a section on U1 is of the type
!
g0("" ) + g1("" )"#

#
d"" (d"#)n!1 +

!
g2("" ) + g3("" )"#

#
(d"#)n.

All functions here are regular. A computation shows that, taking the difference of the two on U0 " U1 and expressing
everything in the coordinates " and # , gives us an expression of the type
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+
!
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!
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It is clear that in the first row there are no terms of the type ak" !k with 1 # k # n, so this gives us n parameters for
an element of Ȟ1(P1|1, !n|0). Similarly, the second row gives us n parameters, the third gives us n ! 1 and the fourth n.
This gives a total of 4n! 1. Notice now that in the above expression the coefficient of " !(n+1) in the second rowmust be
equal to the coefficient of " !n in the third row. This constraint on the terms of the above type gives us room for an extra
parameter in the elements of Ȟ1(P1|1, !n|0). We therefore have a total of 4n parameters.

• We compute in a similar way Ȟ1(P1|1, !!n|1) for n $ 0. A computation shows that a difference between a section on U0
and a section on U1 is of the type
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+
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It is clear that every section on U0 " U1 is represented in such an expression. Therefore we have Ȟ1(P1|1, !!n|1) = 0.
• We see in a similar way that Ȟ1(P1|1; !1|1) = C, in fact the section on U0 "U1 which are not differences are all generated
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"
. (53)

This completes the proof. !

Notice that Ȟ1(P1|1, !n+1|0) and Ȟ0(P1|1, !!n|1) have the same dimension. There is an interesting explanation of this
fact, in fact we can construct a pairing
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as follows. As explained above, an element of Ȟ1(P1|1, !n+1|0) is of the type
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where f0 and f1 are polynomials of degree at most n + 1, while f1 and f2 can be chosen to be respectively of degree at most
n + 2 and n or both of degree at most n + 1. An element of Ȟ0(P1|1, !!n|1) is of the type

(g0(" ) + g1(" )#) $n(d#) + (g2(" ) + g3(" )#) d" $n+1(d#), (55)

where g0 is a polynomial of degree n + 1, g1, . . . , g3 are polynomials of degree n and the coefficients of maximal degree in
g0 and g3 are opposite to each other. Now recall that we have a pairing
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It can be checked that this product descends to a pairing in cohomology. We have the following

Lemma 5. On P1|1 the above product in cohomology is non-degenerate.

Defined in terms of the this pairing 
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Proof. The product between (54) and (55) is cohomologous to the expression

(!1)nn! ((f0g1 + f1g0) ! (n + 1)(f2g3 + f3g2)) ! d" #(d!). (56)

We have to prove that if (55) is arbitrary and non zero, then we can chose f0, . . . , f3 so that the above expression is
cohomologous to (53). We can assume one of the g0, . . . , g3 to be non zero. If g0 "= 0, let ak be the coefficient of highest
degree in g0, hence k # n + 1. Define

f1 = C" !k+1,

and f0, f2, f3 to be zero. Then, for suitably chosen C "= 0 we can easily see that (56) is cohomologous to (53). Notice also that
k + 1 # n + 2, so the choice of f0, . . . , f3 gives a well defined element of Ȟ1(P1|1, $n+1|0). Similar arguments hold when
g1, g2 or g3 are not zero. !

A consequence of this lemma is that Ȟ1(P1|1, $n+1|0) and Ȟ0(P1|1, $!n|1) are dual to each other. This explains why they
have the same dimension.

6. Super de Rham cohomology

Wenow briefly describe smooth and holomorphic de Rham cohomologywith respect to the d differential on superforms.
On a fixed complex supermanifold Mn|m we denote by Ai|j and $ i|j respectively the sheaf of smooth and holomorphic

superforms of degree iwith picture number j and byAi|j and!i|j the global sections of these sheaves. As usual for superforms,
i can also have negative values. On A$|j (or locally on A$|j) we can define the exterior differential operator d : Ai|j % Ai+1|j

which satisfies the following rules:

1. d behaves as a differential on functions;
2. d2 = 0;
3. d commutes with # and its derivatives, and so d(#(k)(d!)) = 0.

Similarly, the same operator d is defined on!$|j, and behaves as the % operator on holomorphic functions (since % always
vanishes).

It is easy to verify that, on the intersection of 2 charts, d commuteswith the pull-backmap&$ expressing the ‘‘coordinate
changes’’. This is due to the particular definition of the pull-back of the differentials, and it implies that d is well defined and
it does not depend on coordinate systems.

As an example, we prove it on P1|1 in the holomorphic case, leaving to the reader the easy generalization to every other
super-projective space.

• We know that &$(!" ) = 1
"
, so it’s easy to see that d

"
1
"

#
= &$d(!" ) = ! 1

" 2 d" .

• We know that &$(!!) = !
"
, so it’s easy to see that d

"
!
"

#
= &$d(!!) = ! 1

" 2 d" ! + d!
"
.

• We know that &$#(d!!) = " # (d!) ! d" !#&(d!). Then, &$d(#(d!!)) = 0.
But, d(&$#(d!!)) = d(" # (d!) ! d" !#&(d!)) = d" # (d!) + d" d! #&(d!) = 0.

Now (A$|j(M), d) and (!$|j(M), d) define complexes, whose cohomology groups we call respectively the smooth and
holomorphic super de Rham cohomology groups:

Definition 6. If Zi|j is the set of the d-closed forms in Ai|j, and Bi|j = dAi!1|j. Then, the i|j-th smooth de Rham cohomology
group is the quotient of additive groups:

Hi|j
DR(M

n|m) = Zi|j

Bi|j . (57)

Similarly we define the holomorphic de Rham cohomology groups which we denote by Hi|j
DR(M

n|m, hol).

We now calculate the holomorphic super de Rham cohomology of Cm|n.
Let’s call {"1, "2, . . . , "m} the even coordinates and {!1, !2, . . . ,!n} the odd coordinates of Cm|n.
Clearly the following forms are closed:

(a) 1;
(b) {d"i}, i ' {1; 2; . . . ,m};
(c) {d!j}, j ' {1; 2; . . . ; n};
(d) {d"h · !k + "hd!k = d("h · !k)}, h ' {1; 2; . . . ,m}, k ' {1; 2; . . . , n};
(e) {#(k)(d!a)}, a ' {1; 2; . . . ; n} and k ' N;
(f) {!b#(d!b)}, b ' {1; 2; . . . , n}.
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All other closed forms are products and linear combinations of these with coefficients some holomorphic functions in the
even coordinates. Observe that {!b"(d!b)}, with b ! {1; 2; . . . , n} are not exact. A calculation shows that the holomorphic
super de Rham cohomology Hi|j(Cm|n, hol) is zero whenever i > 0, it is generated by 1 when i = j = 0, by {!b"(d!b)}when
i = 0 and j = 1 and by their j-th exterior products when i = 0 and j " 2. Similarly we can compute the smooth de Rham
cohomology of Rm|n.

Remark 7. In particular, we see that the super-vector space Cm|n (or Rm|n) does not satisfy the Poincarè lemma, since its
de Rham cohomology is not trivial. The forms {!i"(d!i)} can be seen as even generators of the ‘‘odd component’’ of the
cohomology.

As an example we compute the holomorphic de Rham cohomology of P1|1. We have:

Theorem 8. For n " 0, the holomorphic de Rham cohomology groups of P1|1 are as follows:

Hn|0
DR (P1|1, hol) #=

!
0, n > 0,
C, n = 0.

H$n|1
DR (P1|1, hol) #=

!
0, n > 0,
C, n = 0.

H1|1
DR (P1|1, hol) #= 0.

Proof. We have given explicit descriptions of global sections of the sheaves # i|j in Theorem 3 and therefore it is a rather
straightforward computation to determinewhich forms are closed andwhich are exact in terms of the coefficients describing
the forms (see formulas (46) and (48)). We leave the details to the reader. Notice that H0|1

DR (P1|1, hol) is generated by the
closed form !"(d!) which is globally defined on P1|1. !

Now consider a general smooth super manifoldMn|m. OnM we can define the pre-sheaf which associates to every open
subset U % M the smooth super de Rham i|j-cohomology group of Un|m and we denote the corresponding sheaf by H i|j. If
follows from the above remark thatH i|j is the constantC-sheaf when i, j = 0, a non zero sheaf when i = 0 and j > 0 and the
zero sheaf otherwise. It makes therefore sense to consider the !ech cohomology groups which we denote by Ȟp(Mn|m, H i|j)
(which are zero when i > 0). Recall that a good cover is an open covering U$ of M such that every non-empty finite
intersection U$0 & U$1 & · · · & U$p is diffeomorphic to Rn. We can now prove a generalization of the classical equivalence of
!ech and De Rham cohomology.

Theorem 9. Given a supermanifold Mn|m, for i " 0 we have the following isomorphism

Hi|j
DR(M

n|m) #= Ȟi(Mn|m, H0|j). (58)

Proof. For the proofwe canuse the samemethodused in [13] for the classical equivalence of!ech andDeRhamcohomology.
Let us fix a good cover U = {U$} ofM . For integers p, q " 0, let us set

Kp,q = Cp(Aq|j, U), (59)

where the righthand side denotes the usual p-cochains of the sheaf Aq|j, with respect to the covering U. Then we can form
the double complex (K , d, "), where K = 'p,q"0 Kp,q and the operators are the usual exterior differential operator d and the
!ech co-boundary operator ". From this double complex one can construct two spectral sequences (Ep,q

r , dr) and (E
(p,q
r , dr)

both converging to the total cohomology HD(K) of the double complex (see [13]). We have that

Ep,q
2 = Ȟp(Hq|j

DR(A
q|j), U) = Ȟp(Mn|m, Hq|j). (60)

In particular Ep,q
2 = 0 when q > 0, therefore (Ep,q

r , dr) stabilizes at r = 2. On the other hand we have

E
(p,q
2 = Hq

DR(Ȟ
p(Aq|j, U)). (61)

We can easily see that the sheaves are fine i.e. that

Ȟ0(Aq|j, U) = Aq|j (62)

and

Ȟp(Aq|j, U) = 0 when p > 0. (63)
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Let us fix a good cover U = {U$} ofM . For integers p, q " 0, let us set

Kp,q = Cp(Aq|j, U), (59)
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In this computation                                is generated by the constant sheaf  
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Future Directions

• Integral Forms are a natural generalization of differential forms for 
supermanifolds

• Deformations of Super-Calabi-Yau and embedding of manifolds into 
supermanifold (applications to twistor string theory and Grassmannians) 

• Supergravity with RR fields and geometrical formulation

• String Field Theory with Target Space Supersymmetry


